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Welcome to CCA 

Although we’ve been around for a couple of years, 

we’re now actually getting organised. We moved 

into an office, have more employment hours, and 

CPIT is now regularly placing 3rd year accounting 

students with us as interns—so more man- and womanpower, and 

just in time too: Government has decided to make things extra 

complicated , first with Kiwisaver and, probably from next year, with 

big changes to how non-profits have to do their accounting (see 

below). 

Christchurch Community Accounting is here to help. We know that 

the cost of commercial accountants is too high for many non-profits, 

and even for those who can afford it it is a lot of money to be 

siphoned away from the organisation’s charitable purpose. If you 

need help we’ll generally do it for free. Our aim is to train you to be 

able to do it yourself. If you do need ongoing accounting services 

we’ll keep it affordable. So call us and we’ll see what we can do. 

Some of you may know me from my previous life as General 

Manager of Father & Child Trust, an organisation which I have 

started and which now has offices in all three main centres. I 

decided I had done that for long enough and have taken up 

employment with CCA (which I also initiated). The frustrations of 

dealing with accountants who really did not understand the non-

profit sector at all was a major factor to train up in accounting 

myself and have a change in career. While studying at CPIT I 

discovered that there is nothing, absolutely nothing at all, in the 

accounting curriculum about non-profit accounting, and this lack of 

knowledge, unfortunately, is reflected in practice when accountants 

try to squeeze non-profits into the commercial straightjacket, which 

just won’t fit very well.  
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An office for us! 

We made our home deep in the damaged east, at 901a Ferry Rd, earlier this month. Although a 

private house it is also home to Kiddell & Associates, a private accounting firm run by Teresa 

Kiddell, who happens to be our Treasurer as well as lecturer in accounting and taxation at CPIT—so 

a lot of expertise under one roof, and we should be able to handle anything you throw at us. 

There’s three of us working here at the moment, Harald Breiding-Buss (Community Accountant), 

Rhys Pickett (Coordinator) and Simon Evans (Intern). 

 

Changes to Kiwisaver 

From 1st of April the compulsory employer contribution to Kiwisaver (for those staff who are 

members) increases from 2% to 3%. That in itself is not a problem, but the employer’s contribution 

now has to be taxed as well. The logic goes that the employer contribution to Kiwisaver is really 

part of an employee’s income (even though they only see the 

benefits at a later date) and therefore should be taxed like all 

other income. 

There are two ways employers can handle this: the default 

option is that they find out their employee’s marginal tax rate 

from the relevant table and then deduct the tax at that rate from the Employer Contribution. It’s 

all reasonably well explained at the IRD web site here: http://www.ird.govt.nz/changes/

employers/. This tax is called Employer Superannuation Contribution Tax, or ESCT for short. 

The second, easier option is to simply slap 3% onto your employee’s gross income. That way 

employers can simply use the PAYE deduction tables (or their payroll software) for the whole 

amount the employee is paid, as before. But there’s a couple of snags for the employee, and that’s 

why they have to agree to it: 

Firstly, because their income is now officially higher, any government subsidies they might be 

getting (such as Working for Families) may be reduced. Secondly, they may be pushed into a higher 

tax rate if they were sitting close to a threshold. Neither of these applies if the employer calculates 

ESCT as above. 

Let us know if you think you need help with this, we’re planning to put on a short workshop 

about this in April. 

 

Changes to financial reporting for non-profits 

Government is likely to throw some pretty massive changes to financial reporting at the non-profit 

sector as of 2013, and it’s a double-whammy. If they are being made law as proposed, all non-

profits will have to produce standardised General Purpose Financial Statements (GPFS) 

regardless of their size. They promised templates for smaller groups, so fingers crossed it will stay 

simple, but we’re not very hopeful that most non-profits will be able to manage this without 

professional accounting support.  

http://www.ird.govt.nz/changes/employers/
http://www.ird.govt.nz/changes/employers/


A full set of GPFS comprises five statements: the Income Statement (aka Profit/Loss, Income/

Expenditure, Financial Performance) as well as the Statements of: Financial Position (aka Balance Sheet), 

Movements in Equity, Cash Flows and Accounting Policies. Most groups seem to be able to make a 

decent stab at an Income Statement, but in our experience they’re struggling with all the others. 

The second big change is that all non-profits with more than $40,000 in expenses will have to adopt 

accrual accounting.  That threshold is 50 times higher than for businesses, which only have to produce 

accrual-based reports (mainly for GST purposes) at a turnover of $2m.  

Accrual-based accounting means that income or expenditure is recorded when it is incurred, not when 

someone gets paid (which is cash-based accounting). For example, your phone bill accrues as you make 

calls, but you only pay it a few weeks later—therefore this is a liability until paid under accrual 

accounting. Likewise, if you write an invoice to another organisation for services you have delivered this 

would have to be treated as income the moment you mail out that invoice, not when it’s actually paid. 

Needless to say that, while accrual accounting is ‘accurate’, cash-based accounting is by far the more 

practical.  

We’ll have more on this as it develops. 

 

Accounting Spreadsheets 

Simon is working on making our lean, mean accounting spreadsheets even better—or at least a little 

more foolproof. A number of organisations 

are using them now to good effect, as they 

have the added bonus that they can do your 

grant accountability in the same hit as your 

cashbook.  

At the moment it works best in Excel 2010, 

which most non-profits should be able to 

obtain at very minimal cost through the 

Microsoft Donation Programme, via 

Techsoup (www.techsoup.net.nz). We’ll be 

trying to develop versions for Open Source 

software (Open Office) as well. 

There will be a number of versions available, depending on how many bank accounts you run, whether 

or not you are GST registered and what your financial year is. We can support any problems you may 

have with them. 
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